Personalized
and interactive
retail catalogs

Help marketers sell more
products with innovative ways
to bring printed catalogs to life.
Enable consumers to shop in fewer steps, and
take advantage of personalized offers
As retail catalogs have seen a resurgence, Ricoh has been developing
new ways to make them even more profitable for you and more
effective for your marketing clients. Help your printing business provide
more value to catalog marketers with the ability to fully personalize
printed catalog exteriors with offers based on customer data, and
connect printed pages to online stores via an image recognition app.

Look to Ricoh for a turnkey approach
The RICOH Pro C7200 Series Graphic Arts Edition Digital Sheet-fed Presses and the RICOH Pro C9200 Series Graphic Arts
Edition Digital Sheet-fed Presses offer the speed and processing strength to pair with powerful variable data printing (VDP)
software technologies to create personalized messages and unique, database-driven offers. Add an inline perfect-bound
finishing solution to produce mail-ready materials without adding time and labor to the workflow.
To add even more value for your customers, RICOH Clickable Paper enables you to transform the printed catalog into an
interactive experience using image recognition software. Consumers can snap a picture anywhere on enabled pages using
a free app, and be connected directly to specific pages, products, videos and more online making the shopping experience
seamless.
By offering catalog customers this innovative capability, commercial printers can drive their own business growth and set
themselves apart as they help clients achieve greater response rates and sales.

Ricoh offers an end-to-end solution.
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Key benefits:
•

Use VDP capabilities to create unique, targeted
offers that are based on customer data.

•

Use RICOH Clickable Paper to connect printed
materials to online shopping with just the snap
of a picture from an IOS or Android device.
No barcodes or QR codes are required, saving
valuable page space.

Perfect Binder

Hardware:
The RICOH Pro C7200 Series Graphic Arts Edition Digital
Sheet-fed Presses and the RICOH Pro C9200 Series Graphic
Arts Edition Digital Sheet-fed Presses combine the power
to integrate personalization with stunning image quality
and fast production speeds for efficient on-demand
printing.

Software:

•

Help marketers achieve better response rates
and grow your business and reputation with
innovative services in the process.

MarcomCentral® FusionPro® VDP Creator software delivers
the dynamic variable data printing to efficiently turn
customer datastreams into personalized, unique output.

•

Save paper by printing on-demand as needed,
and eliminate warehousing needs.

RICOH Clickable Paper™ uses image recognition software
to connect the printed page to digital content via a free,
user-friendly app for IOS and Android devices.

Finishing:
Inline perfect binding outputs sleek, professionally finished
catalogs that are mail-ready and require less time and labor
to produce.
Engage Ricoh to install, deploy and provide training
on this complete solution to further ensure your
success at every stage.
For more information and to see samples contact your local sales representative or visit Ricoh-USA.com
Ricoh is empowering digital workplaces using innovative technologies and services enabling individuals to work smarter. For more than 80
years, Ricoh has been driving innovation and is a leading provider of document management solutions, IT services, commercial and industrial
printing, digital cameras and industrial systems.
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